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LANSING WOLVES WEEKEND RECAP: DEC 1ST & 2ND
The Bus Keeps RollingThe Lansing Wolves kept the wheels turning this weekend. In sweeping a weekend set with the
Toledo Cherokee. On Friday night the Wolves simply caught fire in manhandling the home squad by a
9-1 blitz attack win. Leading the goal scoring was South Lyon's Garrett Weyh notching 2 goals while
also chipping in with 2 assists. Macomb's Jake Deratany also had 2 goals while also notching 2 assists, Adding more offense was Clio's Brendan Smith in a smart 1 goal 3 assist effort. Saginaw's
Brendan Ashley had another strong game with a solid 1 goal 2 assist game. Other goal scorers were
Big Rapid's Garrett Daum, Lansing's Michael Schramm and certainly last but not least Milford's Michael Osinski (his first junior goal) adding key assists came from many sources Clarkston native Mac
Diver 2 assists, 2 assists from Schramm, Helpers from Las Vegas's Cameraon Zucker, Dimondale's
Ryan Weaver, Caledonia's Brenden Eichelbarger and finally another rock solid effort on the backend
from Novi's Sean Finstrom in goals stopping 24 shots thrown his way.
Saturday turned out to be a different type of clash with a low scoring tense hard checking battle. Give
our kids credit as they played a very solid disciplined effort in winning this hard fought tilt by a 3-1
count. Leading the way was Smith on a power play, Schramm and finally empty netter by Weyh sealing this extremely hard and needed win. Adding helpers came from Diver, Smith, Weyh, Lansings Noah Pipper, Riga Latvia's Devids Jurinenocks and assistant captain Marshall's Jake Redman . Manning
the pipes again being his usual solid self was Finstrom in stopping all but 1 of the 24 shots in the win
on net.
The Wolves continue enjoying the comforts of The Summit with two more NA3HL tilts with a Friday
night puck drop @ 7:30pm against the visiting Metro Jets. Then come right back on an expected battle
Saturday with these same Toledo Cherokee puck drop @ 7:30pm and as always GO WOLVES.
Wolves Record: 10-11-1-2

